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ABSTRACT
Query translation (QT) is a key component in cross-lingual information retrieval system (CLIR). With the help of deep learning,
neural machine translation (NMT) has shown promising results on
various tasks. However, NMT is generally trained with large-scale
out-of-domain data rather than in-domain query translation pairs.
Besides, the translation model lacks a mechanism at the inference
time to guarantee the generated words to match the search index.
The two shortages of QT result in readable texts for human but
inadequate candidates for the downstream retrieval task. In this
paper, we propose a novel approach to alleviate these problems
by limiting the open target vocabulary search space of QT to a
set of important words mined from search index database. The
constraint translation candidates are employed at both of training
and inference time, thus guiding the translation model to learn and
generate well performing target queries. The proposed methods
are exploited and examined in a real-word CLIR system–Aliexpress
e-Commerce search engine.1 Experimental results demonstrate that
our approach yields better performance on both translation quality
and retrieval accuracy than the strong NMT baseline.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) can have separate query
translation (QT), information retrieval (IR), as well as machinelearned ranking stages. Among them, QT stage takes a multilingual
user query as input and returns the translation candidates in language of search index for the downstream retrieval. To this end,
QT plays a key role and its output significantly affects the retrieval
results[23]. In order to improve the translation quality, many efforts have been made based on techniques in machine translation
community, e.g. bilingual dictionaries and statistical machine translation [6, 9]. Recently, neural machine translation (NMT) has shown
their superiority in a variety of translation tasks [5, 10]. Several
studies begin to explore the feasibility and improvements of NMT
for QT task [16, 19].
Nevertheless, taking the translation quality as the primary optimization objective for neural query translation may fail to further
improve the retrieval performance. Recent studies have pointed
∗ Corresponding

author.
have already exploited NMT into the real-world CLIR system, e.g. Aliexpress.
Readers can check their cases on https://aliexpress.com.

1 We

out that there seems no strong correlation between translation and
retrieval qualities [13, 26]. For example, Fuji et al., [4] empirically
investigated this problem, and found the system with the highest
human evaluation score in terms of translation, gained the relatively
worse retrieval quality. Yarmohammadi et al., [26] also noticed that
NMT even has much higher missed detection rate compared to its
SMT counterpart, despite its high translation accuracy.
We attribute the mismatch between NMT and CLIR to two reasons. Firstly, a well-performed NMT model depends on extensive
language resources [10, 12], while the lack of in-domain query pairs
leads existing neural query translation models to be trained using
general domain data. This makes a well-trained NMT model fail
since the vocabulary and style mismatch between the translated
query and terms in search index. On the other hand, the translation
model lacks a mechanism to guarantee the produced words to be
highly likely in search index at the inference time, resulting in readable texts for human but unaware candidates for the downstream
retrieval task [16, 27].
In this paper, we propose to alleviate the mentioned problems
by restricting the generated target terms of NMT to constraint
candidates of which can be aware by information retrieval system.
Since the target search index is built pursuant to the probability
distribution of terms in documents, a natural way is to transfer
the translation to those target candidates being likely to appear in
the retrieval entries. Specifically, given a source query, we mined
its constrained target terms according to the distribution of words
in the entries clicked by users. The large-scale cross-lingual clickthrough data on a real-world CLIR engine makes the proposed
mining approach feasible and low cost.
We exploit these constraint translation candidates at both of
the training and predicting time. For the former, the candidates
are served as the smoothed labels during the loss estimation. The
NMT model is therefore guided to learn the distribution of search
index. For the latter, we limit the output words to the collected
candidates with the help of Weighted Softmax. In this way, the
search-aware terms offer a bridge between neural query translation
and information retrieval.
We build our model upon an advanced neural machine translation architecture–Transformer [3, 21] and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in a real-word e-Commerce search
engine–Aliexpress. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is able to improve the retrieval accuracy, at the same
time, maintain the translation quality. The qualitative analysis confirms that our method exactly raises the ability of NMT to generates
more suitable target queries for the scenario of e-Commerce search.
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Among all the encoder-decoder models, the recently proposed
Transformer [21] architecture achieves the best translation quality
so far. In this paper, we introduce the most advanced Transformer
model architecture into the query translation, which greatly reduces
the ambiguity of translation, and improves the quality of retrieval.
The Transformer architecture relies on a self-attention mechanism [8] to calculate the representation of the source and target
side sentences, removing all recurrent or convolutional operations
found in the previous methods. Each token is directly connected to
any other token in the same sentence via self-attention. The hidden
state in the Transformer encoder is calculated based on all hidden
states of the previous layer. The hidden state ℎ𝑖𝑡 in a self-attention
network is calculated as in Eq.3.
ℎ𝑖𝑡

= ℎ𝑖𝑡 −1

+ 𝐹 (𝑠𝑒𝑙 𝑓 −𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(ℎ𝑖𝑡 −1 ))

(4)

where 𝐹 represents a feed-forward network with layer normalization and ReLU as the activation function. The decoder additionally
has a multi-head attention over the encoder hidden states. For more
details, refer to Vaswani [21].

3

CONSTRAINT TRANSLATION
CANDIDATES

In this section, we introduce our proposed method. The neural
query translation and information retrieval is bridged with constraint translation candidates. This vocabulary set is mined from
parallel corpus and scored according to the term frequency and inverted document frequency in search index. Then, we employ these
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Figure 1: Illustration of the mining method for constraint
translation candidates. Our approach first collects the translation candidates using word alignment, which are then
sorted and filtered associated with their TF-IDF scores in the
set of documents related to the given source word.

constraint candidates to guide NMT model to learn and generate
the search-aware tokens. Specifically the constrained candidates
will be given more weights in training stage. In inference, we will
constrain the translation outputs of each query to these candidate
vocabularies.

3.1
𝑁
Õ

Word Alignment

…

Neural machine translation (NMT) [1, 17] is a recently proposed approach to machine translation which builds a single neural network
that takes a source sentence 𝑥 = (𝑥 1, ..., 𝑥𝑇𝑥 ) as an input and generates its translation 𝑦 = (𝑦1, ..., 𝑦𝑇𝑦 ) , where 𝑥𝑡 and 𝑦𝑡 are source and
target symbols. Ever since the integration of attention [1, 2], NMT
systems have seen remarkable improvement on translation quality.
Most commonly, an attentional NMT consists of three components:
(a) an encoder which computes a representation for each source
sequence; (b) a decoder which generates one target symbol at a
time, shown in Eq.1 ; (c) the attention mechanism which computes
a weighted global context with respect to the source and all the
generated target symbols.

xi

…
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…

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Neural Machine Translation

Mining Constraint Candidates

Naturally, an alternative way to select the search-aware translations
is to find out those important candidates that likely appear in the
retrieval entries, as shown in Figure 1.
Word Alignment
Specifically, given a source word 𝑥𝑖 in user query 𝑥, we first
obtain a set of its possible target tokens 𝐶𝑖𝑏𝑖 with its translation
possibility distribution in bilingual training corpus. This process can
be achieved by a statistical word alignment tool–GIZA++2 which
is able to get alignment distribution between source and target.
Generally, GIZA++ implements IBM Models and aligns words based
on statistical models. The best alignment of one sentence pair 𝜃b𝑎 is
called Viterbi alignment:
𝑎 𝑎 𝑎
𝜃b𝑎 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑝 Ψ
b (𝑦 , 𝜃 |𝑥 )

(5)

𝜃b𝑎

where Ψ can be estimated using maximum likelihood estimation
on query translation corpus:
b = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥
Ψ
Ψ

𝑆 Õ
Ö

𝑝 Ψ (𝑦𝑠 , 𝜃 |𝑥 𝑠 )

(6)

𝑠=0 𝜃

Here, 𝑆 is the size of bilingual data. 𝑥 𝑠 and 𝑦𝑠 denotes the source
and target sentences, respectively. 𝜃 means weights of alignment.
TF-IDF
The candidates 𝐶𝑖𝑏𝑖 can be continually scored and filtered according to the distribution of target terms in the entries clicked by users.
Users across the world issue multilingual queries to the search engines of a website everyday, which form large-scale cross-lingual
clickthrough data. Intuitively, when a recalled item leads the user
to click details and even make purchases, we attribute the target
tokens in items satisfy the expectation of users. With the help of
such an automatic and low cost quality estimation approach, our
2 https://github.com/moses-smt/giza-pp
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Figure 2: Illustration of training procedure with label smoothing (a) and inference procedure with weighted softmax (b).
model can acquire high quality in-domain translation candidates
derived from documents and user behaviors.
From the clickthrough data, we first extract all the documents
𝐷𝑥𝑖 that users clicked with any queries contain 𝑥𝑖 . Thus, we can
use TF-IDF score to identify the importance of each translation
candidates in 𝐶𝑖𝑏𝑖 :
𝑇 𝐹 − 𝐼𝐷𝐹 𝑦𝑘 = 𝑇 𝐹 𝑦𝑘 ∗ 𝐼𝐷𝐹 𝑦𝑘
𝑖

𝑖

we can remove the gap between training and inference. Figure 2 (a)
illustrates the training procedure of our proposed method.
In training process, different from traditional MLE, we follow
the equations below:
𝐿𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝛼 ∗ 𝐿𝑀𝐿𝐸 +

(7)
𝐿𝜑 = −

𝑖

(8)
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𝐼𝐷𝐹 𝑦𝑘 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔(
)
𝑖
𝐺 𝑦𝑘 + 1

(9)

𝑖

where 𝑁 (∗) indicates the frequency that the target term has appeared in 𝐷𝑥𝑖 . 𝐺𝑌 denotes the number of documents in 𝐷𝑥𝑖 and
𝐺 𝑦𝑘 is the number of documents contain 𝑦𝑖𝑘 .
𝑖
Different from traditional TF-IDF which calculates scores over
all the documents, our approach merely considers the documents
that user clicked with a word 𝑥𝑖 , thus building correlation among
multi-lingual queries and words in documents.
Finally, we can sort the items in 𝐶𝑖𝑏𝑖 , and select 𝑀 words which
have the highest scores as constrained translation candidates 𝑉 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖 =
{𝑣 1, . . . , 𝑣𝑚 , . . . , 𝑣 𝑀 }. In experiments, we will explore how the size
𝑀 affects translation quality.

3.2

(10)

𝑖

𝑁 𝑦𝑘
𝑇 𝐹 𝑦𝑘 = Í𝑀
𝑖

1
∗ 𝐿𝜑
1−𝛼

Training with Label Smoothing

In training process, we use the translation candidates in label
smoothing. When calculating the loss of 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑡 , we assign a weight
𝛼 to the golden label and 1/(1 − 𝛼) to the other constraint translation candidates related to source words equally. With this strategy,

where 𝑀 is the size of words picked from candidates. Contrast to
conventional learning objective which merely pays attention to the
ground-truth label, we offer the candidates of source words with a
loss factor of 1 − 𝛼, thus guiding the NMT model to generate the
selected words. In our experiments, we empirically set 𝛼 to 0.6.

3.3

Inference with Weighted Softmax

In NMT, the probability of a prediction is calculated by a non-linear
function 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥. Given an output hidden state ℎ ∈ 𝑅 𝐷 with the
hidden size being 𝐷, the translation probability of the 𝑗-th word in
the vocabulary set can be formally expressed as:
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑊 𝑗 ∗ ℎ + 𝑏 𝑗 )
𝑝 (𝑦 𝑗 ) = Í
|𝑉 |
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑊𝑘 ∗ ℎ + 𝑏𝑘 )
𝑘=1

(12)

where 𝑊 ∈ 𝑅 |𝑉 |×𝐷 and 𝑏 ∈ 𝑅𝑉 are trainable parameter matrix and
bias of the vocabulary 𝑉 , respectively.
As seen, in the conventional approach, all the target words are
considered, some of which are completely unrelated to the original
query and the downstream search task. Accordingly, an alternative
way to assign higher probabilities to constraint translation candidates is to locate factors in 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥. In this paper, we apply a more
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simple manner that normalizes the probabilities of output words in
the proposed constraint space.
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑊 𝑗 ∗ ℎ + 𝑏 𝑗 )
𝑝 (𝑦 𝑗 ) = Í 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖
|𝑉
|
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑊𝑘 ∗ ℎ + 𝑏𝑘 )
𝑘=1

(13)

Table 1: Ablation study on different constraint size (M in Section 3.1). “Training” and “Inference” denote the constraint
size at the training and inference time, respectively. We use
BLEU as the assessment metric.
Models

In this way, the translation model merely calculates the prediction
distribution on the constraint translation candidates, thus generating more related tokens for the subsequent task. Figure 2 (b) shows
the basic process of translation.

4

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conducted experiments on Aliexpress Russian
(Ru) to English (En) CLIR engine to evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed method.

4.1

Experimental Setting

We build our model upon advanced Transformer model [21]. Following the common setting, we set the number of layers in encoder
and decoder to 6 and hidden size 𝐷 to 512. We employ multi-head
attention with 8 attention heads and 1024 feed-forward dimensions. During training, we set the dropout rate to 0.1. We train our
model with parallelization at data batch level with a total batch of
16,384 tokens. For Russia-English task, it takes 300K-400K steps
to converge on 4 V100 GPUs. We use Adam optimizer with 𝛽 1 =
0.9, 𝛽 2 = 0.98 and 𝜖 = 10−9 . We use the same warmup and decay
strategy for learning rate as Vaswani et al. [21], with 8000 warmup
steps. For evaluation, we use beam search with beam size of 4 and
length penalty is 0.6. All the examined models in this paper were reimplemented on the top of our in-house codes based on Tensorflow.
We conduct experiments on following models:
• Transformer represents the vanilla NMT baseline with the
advanced self-attention-based architecture [21].
• SMT is the phrase-based statistical system of Moses. Our
constraint candidates are extracted from the phrase table
generated by SMT model.
• +TC denotes the Transformer model enhanced with the proposed methods.

4.3

Inference

BLEU (%)

5
10
10
30K
20

5
10
30K
10
20

43.81
44.20
44.06
42.13
43.50

Table 2: Main results of the compared models on Ru-En
query translation tasks.

Data

We train our model based on our in-house Ru-En parallel corpus
which consists of about 150M general domain sentence pairs. We
build the constraint translation candidate by collecting user clickthrough data from Aliexpress e-commerce website in October 2018.
All the Russian and English sentences are tokenized using the scripts
in Moses. To avoid the problem of out of vocabulary, the sentences
are processed by byte-pair encoding (BPE) [18] with 32K merge
operations for all the data. Accordingly, the vocabulary size of Ru
and En are set to 30k. 5K queries in search scenarios are randomly
extracted and translated by human translators. We treat this dataset
as the test set.

4.2

Transformer + TC

Training

Models

BLEU (%)

SMT
Transformer
Transformer + TC

38.04
43.93
44.20

consistently improves the translation quality. The result demonstrates that, a small set of constraint translation may miss some of
important vocabularies, weakening the generalization ability of the
model. The larger constraint size offers a flexible manner to select
predictions, thus yields better performance. However, when the
size raises to 20, the translation quality reduces. We attribute this
to the fact that unrelated candidates makes error propagation from
TF-IDF or word alignment, and leads to the decline of translation
quality.
Moreover, we also examine the effectiveness of the candidates
applied at different stage. As observed, merely constraining the vocabulary size at training time performs better than that at decoding
time. We ascribe this to the open problem of exposure bias in deep
learning, which is partially caused by the different data distribution
between training and decoding. Applying the two strategies jointly
yields highest BLEU score, indicating that the two methods are
complementary to each other. Finally, we use the best setting, i.e.
10 constraint size for both training and inference, as the default
setting in subsequent experiments.

4.4

Main Translation Results

In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach on Ru-En query
translation tasks to compare our models with baseline systems, as
list in Table 2. Our neural machine translation baseline significantly
outperforms the SMT model on such kind of phrase-level text translation task, which makes the evaluation convincing. The results
also confirm that the neural query translation model surpasses its
SMT counterpart. As seen, the proposed model yields higher BLEU
score than the strong baseline system, revealing the effectiveness of
our methods to improve the translation quality of query translation.

Translation Quality

In the first series of experiments, we evaluated the impact of different constraint size on the Ru⇒En translation tasks. As shown
in Table 1, with the increase of the constraint size, our method

4.5

Retrieval Performance

We further conduct experiments to learn whether the proposed
method can improve the downstream CLIR task. We integrate the
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Table 3: Effect of the proposed methods on the downstream
information retrieval task.
Metrics

Transformer

Transformer + TC

86.69%
29.22
35.55

87.02%
29.47
35.71

RECALL
MAP
NDCG@10

Table 4: Case study on translation examples output by baseline and the proposed model. “SRC” and “REF” denote the
source query and its translation reference, respectively.
SRC

REF

Transformer

Transformer + TC

партфель

briefcase

portfolio

briefcase

поуэрбанк

power bank

poverbank

power bank

мейзу м 6 стекло

meizu m6 glass

maize m 6 glass

meizu m 6 glass

compared query translation models into our CLIR system, and
examine the retrieval accuracy of 1612 search queries in 21906
documents. The experimental results are concluded in Table 3. Obviously, on both of RECALL, MAP and NDCG@10 indicators, our
model consistently surpass the baseline Transformer model. The
results confirm our hypothesis that forcing the query translation
model to generate search-ware tokens benefits the retrieval task.
The proposed method provides an alternative way to bridge the
neural query translation and information retrieval, and offers better
recalled items for users.

4.6

Qualitative Analysis

In order to understand how the proposed approach exactly effects
the translation and retrieval quality, we analyse the translation
results in test set. As shown in Table 4, the case study on Russian
to English translation show that, with the help of constraint translation candidates, the quality of translation is indeed improved. For
example, in the baseline model which trained with general domain
data, the brand of cell phone “meizu” is mistranslated. This is caused
by marginal frequency of the token “meizu” in general training
data. Thanks to the constraint translation candidates, our model
correctly gets the translation. We checked our translation candidate
and found that the wrong translation “maize” is not appeared in
the list, thus improving the translation quality.

5

RELATED WORK

The correlation between MT system quality and the performance
of CLIR system has been studied before. Pecina[11] investigated
the effect of adapting MT system to improve CLIR system. They
found that the MT systems were significantly improved, but the
retrieval quality of CLIR systems did not outperform the baseline
system. This means that improving translation quality does not lead
to improve the performance of CLIR system. Shadi[14] conducted
various experiments to verify that the domain of the collection that
CLIR uses for retrieval and the domain of the data that was used to
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train MT system should be similar as much as possible for better
results.
To alleviate the mismatch between translated queries and search
index, there are mainly three lines of research works. The first line
is re-ranking. Re-ranking takes the alternative translations that
are produced by an query translation system, re-ranks them and
takes the translation that gives the best performance for CLIR in descending way. Shadi[15] explored a method to make use of multiple
translations produced by an MT system, which are reranked using
a supervised machine-learning method trained to directly optimize
retrieval quality. They showed that the method could significantly
improve the retrieval quality compared to a system using single
translation provided by MT. The second line is optimizing translation decoder directly. Our work falls into this category. Sokolov[20]
proposed an approach to directly optimising an translation decoder
to immediately output the best translation for CLIR, which tuned
translation model weights towards the retrieval objective and enabled the decoder to score the hypotheses considering the optimal
weights for retrieval objective. The last line is multi-task learning
which joint multiple tasks into training. Sarwar [16] proposes a
multi-task learning approach to train a neural translation model
with a Relevance-based Auxiliary Task (RAT) for search query
translation. Their work achieves improvement over a strong NMT
baseline and gets balanced and precise translations.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to tackle the problem
of mismatch between neural query translation and cross-lingual
information retrieval. We extract a set of constraint translation
candidates that contains important words mined from search index
database. The constraint translation candidates are incorporated
into both of training and inference stages, thus instructing the translation model to learn and generate well performing target queries.
Our model is built upon an advanced Transformer architecture and
evaluated in a real-word e-Commerce search engine–Aliexpress.
Experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can improve
the retrieval accuracy and also maintain the translation quality. The
qualitative analysis confirms that our method exactly raises the
ability of NMT to generates more suitable target queries for the
real scenario of e-Commerce search.
As our approach is not limited to information retrieval tasks,
it is interesting to validate the similar idea in other cross-lingual
tasks that have the mismatch problem. Another promising direction
is to design more powerful candidate selection techniques, e.g.
calculating the distance between queries using cross-lingual pretrained language models [3]. It is also interesting to combine with
other techniques [7, 22, 24, 25] to further improve the performance
of neural query translation.
In future, we will continue to focus on how to update the constraint candidate set efficiently and use knowledge of search index to guide query translation through multi-task learning and
re-ranking techniques.
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